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Animals + Wildlife
ANIMAL

ARMORY

|

6

X

60’

|

2016

The lives of animals are not peaceful! They must be able to get food for themselves and their young
and avoid becoming food themselves. Sometimes they must also compete with others of their own
kind—for food, territory, or mates. Traps, lures and lies are well-known tricks of men, but they are
also skilfully employed by creatures in the animal kingdom. From antlers to horns, humans have long
been fascinated by the ability of animals to defend themselves with their natural-born weapons. The
creatures featured in this TV series demonstrate how resourceful and inspired nature can be to
ensure survival in the animal world.

LEARN MORE
ANIMAL
Animal Emergency

EMERGENCY

|

7

X

30’

|

2014

Animal Emergency is about the animals, the animal owners and the vets, a series that is heartwarming
and at times heartbreaking. By following the daily happenings at animal clinics, where animals both
large and small are cared for, the film blossoms into a heartwarming and at times heartbreaking tale
of the pet world. Twenty-four hours a day, the veterinary specialists on duty deal with an interesting
array of cases. Some are routine but there are those that are a matter of life or death. The reality is a
flurry of emotional upheaval that demonstrates boundless love and affection for animals.

LEARN MORE
ANIMAL SPECIAL FORCES

| 6 X 60’ |

2018

This series explores and uncovers wildlife’s elite of the elite. These are the animals that survive
natures’ deadliest forces. What else would we call the phenomenal strength, the incredible
swiftness, and sharp senses that some creatures are born with? And why does evolution grant one
animal these powers, but not another?

LEARN MORE
BLUE

WATER

SAVAGES

|

8

X

30’

|

2016

The release of the motion picture Jaws in 1975 instilled an irrational, almost manic fear of sharks in the
general public. Sharks and their behavior were still very much a mystery, and they were considered
mindless killing machines. Thanks largely to intrepid adventurers and shark biologists, the layers
of mystery are being peeled back and sharks are revealing fascinating behavior around humans.
They are not mindless killing machines, but top level predators who are actually far more complex
than we imagined. Hosted by Former US Navy deep sea diver and Marine Naturalist, Robin D. Berg,
and renowned shark expert Eli Martinez, Blue Water Savages explores the surprising behavior of
dangerous sharks.

LEARN MORE

CARTER’S

WAR

|

18

X

60’

|

2018

Hosted by wildlife detective and professional hunter Ivan Carter, watch as he works to save animals
from heavily armed poachers and hunters butchering wildlife for their tusks in Africa. Can one man
expose the truth and make a difference? Come to the front lines of the war being waged on its
wildlife.

LEARN MORE
CRITICAL KINGDOMS

| 3 X 60’ |

(PRESALE)

Our planet is home to 8.7 million different kinds of life, and about 90 percent have not been named or
identified. Some may never be. The Earth is now in the midst of one of its greatest extinction event.
But this isn´t a bleak series about the end of the world as we know it. Instead, Critical Kinkdoms
focuses on the obscure areas of our planet and the animals that inhabit them, illustrating what
some untouched regions look like but are now becoming threatened by modernization and human
population growth. Discover Madagascar, the Atlantic Forest, Costa Rica, Sri Lanka and other
regions, their animal and plant inhabitants, which make them a rare heaven on earth.

LEARN MORE
MIRACLES

OF

NATURE

|

26

X

30’

|

2012

Do you know where on the planet you can find the only untouched glacier? Where is the widest, the
highest or the smallest waterfall in the world? Which desert is the driest or the largest? Do you want
to know the location of the most inaccessible mountains, the deepest point of the ocean, or where
the salt plains lie? Let’s discover the world of geysers, active volcanoes and bizarre rock formations
which have one thing in common – they are not the work of man, they are the magical creations of
nature.

LEARN MORE
RACE

OF

LIFE

|

13

X

30’

|

2015

It’s a Battle for Survival, and the rush to stay one step ahead – a step that can be the difference between
life and death. And as the sun rises, the race begins all over again – from the mightiest predators to
the tiny creatures that teem underfoot. Each and every one of them has the instinct for survival. Each
and every creature must run faster, and stay ahead of the Game. If not, the consequences can be
fatal. In the Race of Life, there are no prizes for coming second…

LEARN MORE

SAVAGE

WILD

|

37

X

30’

|

2010-2013

Meet Manny Puig, a man with a truly unique understanding of what he himself defines as the Savage
Wild, where dangerous predators exist as they have for millions of years in areas that are far removed
from civilization, wilderness that resembles the land that time forgot. Savage Wild highlights Manny’s
unique ability to interact with the most dangerous of animals including sharks, alligators, crocodiles,
and poisonous reptiles.

LEARN MORE
SUPER

SENSES

|

13

X

30’

|

2015

Have you ever wondered why some animals have such crazy looking sense organs? Why do snakes
have a split tongue? Why do elephants have such huge ears? Why do some bats have different
looking ears and noses? Why do moths have antennae that look like feathers? Every feature has
a special purpose that has evolved to ensure the survival of the animal. Just like us, animals rely on
their senses to communicate with each other, to nd their way around,to find food and to stay safe.

LEARN MORE
SURVIVE THE WILD

| 6 X 60’ |

2016

In this series we focus on the essential tactics and strategies that animals use to ensure their future
amidst the chaos of nature; attack, defence, mating, territory, communication; every animal must
plan for these moments.

LEARN MORE
WILD

ONES

|

13

X

30’

|

2014

Wild Ones - Who is the King? TV series finds inspiration in the rhythms of nature as shown through
the wonders of the animal kingdom. It explores different aspects of animal behavior, including
hunting techniques and feeding habits, family elationships and defense mechanisms, courtship and
mating rituals.

LEARN MORE

WORLD OF THE WILD

| 13 X 30’ |

2016

A deeper journey into the crucial, fragile interdependence between animal life and the environment.
Guided by the most up-to-date research we travel through jungles, forests, mountain ranges,
deserts and oceans to discover animals, their habitats and the environment that sustains them.
Their behavior, ability to develop, survive and adapt to a changing environment is evident.

LEARN MORE
WILDLIFE HEROES

| 10 X 30’ |

2019

Each episode features the compelling backstory as Ivan Carter engages with antipoaching teams
and spends time on the front line engaging in conservation initiatives funded by hunters. All the while
getting a first-hand look at what happens when conservation is done properly and what a disaster it
can be if hunting is stopped.

LEARN MORE
KING OF THE SEAS

| 1 X 60’ |

2015

Follow us into the different habitats of the sea eagle and learn more about this beautiful and
fascinating bird of prey. Featuring spectacular pictures of the Norwegian Lofoten Islands, where sea
eagles “piggyback” on the catches of orcas and hunchbacks and pictures of the swamps of Finland,
where they enjoy a similar symbiotic relationship with wolves and bears, the film casts a gaze at
uncharted territories. Thanks to dedicated conservationists, foresters and hunters, our forests are,
now more than ever before, a breeding place for sea eagles.

KING OF THE SEAS

LEARN MORE

TRAVEL + ADVENTURE
FREEDOM UNDER LOAD

| 1 X 60’ |

2016

With hundred kilos on their backs they are facing storms, blizzards and deep snow. Their craft is not
only a profession, but also their way to the calmness. In the documentary Freedom under Load we
get to know the oldest generation of the porters in the High Tatras, who climb with supplies to the
mountain huts every day. We discover why they have chosen this way of life and why they remain the
last of the Mohicans on the European continent. And maybe we find out something about our own
load that we carry.

LEARN MORE
JET

26 locations...

SET

|

(4K)

13

X

30’

|

2017

Jet Set is the ultimate luxury travel guide for audiences of all ages. Watch as two hosts compete
against each other from different locations, to find out which one of them is really living the Jet
Set lifestyle. In every episode the presenters do their best to out Jet Set each other, from the most
luxurious hotels, fashionable restaurants and fabulous excursions. In thirteen episodes covering
twenty-six locations from Bangkok to Barcelona, St Lucia to St Tropez, Jet Set will take the audience
to some of the world’s most exclusive locations.

From Bangkok to Barcelona
St. Lucia to St. Tropez...

LEARN MORE
LUXURY TRAVEL SHOW

| 13 X 30’ |

2018

The Luxury Travel Show is a travel series that’s rich in both culture and five star living. It takes viewers
on a magical journey around the globe to some of the world’s best and most luxurious holiday
destinations. It explores and embraces world history, art and culture for all ages.

LEARN MORE
TRAVEL

IN

STYLE

(4K)

|

51

X

30’

|

2013-2018

‘Travel in Style’ is a series dedicated to the very best that the international hotel industry can offer.
The series discovers how such guests use their leisure time. Big game fishing, polo, golf or maybe
simply the casino? Whether the hotel is in the city, in the depths of panoramic countryside or by the
ocean, this series will produce the classic guided tour of what makes the jet set head for the most
ultra-exclusive holiday destinations. Whether large or discretely small, there are hotels in this world
with a quality far beyond the imagination or even belief of the average traveler.

LEARN MORE

history + war
9/11

+

20

|

1

X

90’

|

(PRESALE)

With never-before-seen footage, “9/11 + 20” reveals in real time how New Yorkers struggled to make
sense out of the panic, confusion, fear, and evil that gripped their city as they watched the World
Trade Center burn...then collapse. Twenty years later, those same people, who witnessed first-hand
one of America’s darkest days, are being tracked down and interviewed for an episodic docu-series
exploring how that day changed their lives.

LEARN MORE
ART

OF

DEFENSE

|

6

X

60’

|

(PRESALE)

In this series, we will look at the revolutionary ways in which armies and civilizations have chosen
to defend themselves and how these choices led to the development of certain weapons in various
historical periods. From the Stone Age, through the High Middle Ages and up until the First World
War, The Art of Defense will take an an original and historically accurate look at our military history
and bring the past to life. We will demonstrate the practical use of these weapons, with historically
accurate replicas built specifically for this series. Taking inspiration from the historical and
archeological record as we will build and display not only offensive weapons but more interestingly
and key to the series; the tools of defence; armor, shields and clothing that were developed as a
response.

LEARN MORE

CHILDREN

CHILDREN OF DICTATORS

| 4 X 60’ |

2016

OF DICTATORS

Presenting some of the most influential dictators of the 20th century through the eyes of their
children and relatives, this series brings a rarely seen personal perspective of history and offers
a deeper understanding of the most feared leaders in the worldm focusing on their children and
relatives, namely Lucia Pinochet in Chile, Jaffar Amin in Uganda, Bettina Goering in Germany and
Fidel Castro’s daughter in Miami.. Imagine youself as a child of a dictator with absolute power. Would
history be able to change your mind about your father? Would facts affect your emotions? How will
they deal with the heritage that their fathers have left behind?

LEARN MORE
CLOSE QUARTER BATTLE

| 13 X 30’ |

2012

Close Quarter Battle is an Elite Military/Special Police Force TV series hosted by US Special Forces
veteran Terry Schappert. Dynamically analyzing and dissecting a selection of high stakes close
quarter battle situations, the series delivers emotionally intense dramatic action in a visually new
and compelling way. C.Q.B. offers the viewer an in-depth analysis of contemporary close quarter
battle scenarios, exploring how modern military, police, private contractors and sometimes even
terrorist and criminal organizations conduct urban combat.

LEARN MORE

DESPERATE HOURS

| 13 X 30’ |

2015

A sudden calamitous event, causing great loss of life, damage, or hardship, like a flood, a tornado,
an airplane crash, or an earthquake. This is not only a documentary but a live account of dramatic
events in real time. In this unique 13-part series you’ll be an eyewitness to some of the greatest
disasters of the last 100 years and you will have a rare opportunity to compare disasters across time
and distance and decide which you think is the worst.

LEARN MORE
EMPIRE

GAMES

|

6

X

60’

|

2018

This series explores the greatest empires in a way that has never been fully investigated. Each
episode highlights and exposes the political intrigue, personal vendettas, family mayhem, acts of
vengeance and the ever-evolving tension, turmoil and chaos that shaped these civilizations and led
to their destruction from within.

LEARN MORE
HISTORY

360

|

100

X

6’

|

2020

History in 360´ is an original series that introduces viewers to people, events, and ideas that have
changed the world. It covers everything from ancient and medieval history, revolutionary battles,
natural disasters, social movements, both World Wars and the Cold War.

LEARN MORE
HITLER’S MONEY TRAIL

| 4 X 60’ |

2020

Who Financed Hitler? Where did he get the money and the backing to achieve power in 1933
Germany? This eye-opening mini-series unearths Hitler’s money trail, and exposes his secret
partners, and money managers which enabled him to finance his success and become the most
powerful man in Europe. Hidden treasures, bank accounts, and much more. This series unraveals
the covert financial web that Hitler spun across Europe and around the globe to bankroll his dream
of world domination.

LEARN MORE

HITLER’S EASTERN HEADQUARTERS

| 1 X 45’ |

2017

Nazi delusions preserved in concrete – a place shrouded in mystery and a symbol for the horror
of the Nazi regime. Like colossal tombs they rise above the Masurian Woods: the mossy concrete
structures which once housed Hitler’s military headquarters in World War II. The Wolf’s Lair was
the largest of the so-called “Früher headquarters” in WWII. Approximately 2000 persons were
stationed in there and they were organised as would a small city. The Wolf’s Lair marks not only the
strategic commence of Hitler’s invasion into the Soviet Union in 1941, it is also the place where a few
brave men tried to end the darkest chapter of German history but did not succeed.

LEARN MORE
M.A.D.

WORLD

|

8

X

60’

|

2015

The Cold War: When nuclear weapons kept the entire world on the edge of M.A.D. – Mutually
Assured Destruction! As Russia, China and the USA flex their military muscles on the global stage
today, ‘M.A.D. World’ takes a close look at the last time we were threatened by the might of world
superpowers: The Cold War. For over forty years the entire world stood on the brink of annihilation,
as the horrors of World War 2 ended and a new kind of global war began. When the push of a single
button could trigger all out nuclear war. ‘M.A.D. World’ examines the how the world was changed
forever by the Cold War. Over eight episodes, remarkable footage from the time shows how the build
up of nuclear arms and the mistrust between West and East instilled terror across the globe.

LEARN MORE
SPY

LANDS

|

4

X

60’

|

(PRESALE)

An unique documentary series that will surprise you with four intriguing hidden battlefields where
invisible armies of spies faced each other during WW2. The Second World War is one of the best
documented events in the history of mankind and one would have to live several lifes to see all the
documentaries that have been produced on this theme. But while they all tell us about the victories,
the defeats, the life and death of millions of people during those years, there is still one aspect of the
conflict that has been widely overlooked - how was the war for those few countries that remained
neutral?

LEARN MORE
SPYCRAFT

|

8

X

60’

|

2020

The techniques methods and technologies used in espionage. An unprecedented look at the
amazing gadgetry behind some of history’s greatest stories of espionage, the ingenious minds that
invented them and the agents that put them to use with accounts from ancient history to modern
day intrigue.

LEARN MORE

SS KILLING GROUNDS

| 1 X 60’ |

(PRESALE)

In 1940 Hitler ordered the construction the most secret project the Nazi war machine had conceived.
Deep in the impenetrable forest of Central Bohemia, a massive 440 sq km SS training ground,
designed to create the perfect Nazi soldier to dominate the East was being created. But is that all
these Killing Grounds were designed for? Using the work of military and architectural research
brought to life by re-enactment and cutting-edge CGI, we will begin to pull back the shroud of
mystery that has surrounded this forest hideout and uncover its secrets.

LEARN MORE
UNUSUAL CULTURES

| 13 X 30’ |

2012

There are places on earth where people live together in harmony, each practicing a different religion.
There are places in the world where food is still hunted and gathered without modern influence. There
are islands and whole civilizations unchanged by industry, economics, religion or even science- life
has been the same in these places for centuries. “Unusual Cultures” is a fascinating look at people
and their practices and the significance they play in day to day life. We explore cultures from the
world’s earliest civilizations to the present day.

LEARN MORE

WARRIOR’S

WAY

|

6

X

60’

|

2019

Get ready to discover the deadliest, vicious and most successful warriors of their time. Spartans,
Vikings, Samurai and more! These were the most eminent fighters in human history. Episodes
highlight the greatest achievements on the battlefields, command of their armies, brilliant strategies,
and unique fighting styles that enabled them to conquer their enemies in overwhelming force.

LEARN MORE

science, space + engineering
FATAL

FORECAST

|

8

X

60’

|

2021

Remember when watching the weather forecast was a soothing alternative to the news? These
days the weather forecast is the news and it feels like every other day becomes the hottest, coldest,
dampest or driest ever recorded somewhere. What should we know about major storms? How
should we prepare for a world where the only thing that’s predictable, is unpredictability? This
series answers some of these vital questions, with an in-depth look at the increase in major weather
events, and their consequences, with our panel of experts, scientists and meteorologists. So pack
your survival gear, cause there’s some extreme weather on the way, in FATAL FORECAST!

LEARN MORE
LIFE BEYOND EARTH (4K)

| 2 X 60’ |

2017

Life Beyond Earth looks at the possibility of life evolving in the oceans of distant worlds including
places within our own solar system. What kind of microbial life could exist? Would this life resemble
anything like DNA or carbon based lifeforms? All these and other questions will be asked and the
answers speculated upon, in Life Beyond Earth.

LEARN MORE
MOON

MEN

|

5

X

60’

|

(PRESALE)

Moon Men is a 5-part documentary series about the people and their imaginations that sent humans
to the Moon and will soon return to stay. Each episode will document the groups of people and their
involvement in furthering the technology, science and the engineering that delivered Neil Armstrong
to the Moon and now in the 21st century, the return to the Lunar surface.

LEARN MORE
NEW FRONTIER

| 40 X 30’ |

2015-2019

Due to world events over the last twenty years and the decline in government finance; Space
exploration has fallen from the media’s gaze into the shadows. With the recent launch of the first
privately owned space craft to service the international space station; it’s time to take a fresh look
at the new frontiers of space. What does the immediate future hold? A return to the moon, manned
flights to Mars or Titan, mining the asteroid belt or finding an earth-like planet in the cosmos, these
goals could be achieved in decades to come. The explosion of private investment including tourist
flights from Virgin Galactic and The Red Bull Stratos have all combined to reshape our goals. Europe
and the ESA have shouldered their burden of exploration and now Japan, China and India have all
committed to launching probes to the Moon, Mars and beyond!

LEARN MORE

NEXT GREAT EXTINCTION EVENT (4K)

| 1 X 60’ |

2018

There have been five major extinctions in our planet´s history, are we about to experience the 6th?
Has the industrialization of the planet by humans and the release of carbon and other pollutants
into the atmosphere, brought us to the tipping point of another great event or is this an unavoidable
planetary phenomenon intrinsic to our planet´s DNA? With interviews from experts in their fields,
we endeavor to find out how fragile this planet is and what the coming decades will look like as we
encroach on the Next Great Extinction Event.

LEARN MORE
SECRETS OF SCIENCE

| 10 X 60’ |

(PRESALE)

Inventions that changed the world. Secrets of Science focus on modern inventions including both
every-day and unusual objects from the worlds of science, technology and medicine through
uncovering their history - which sometimes goes as far back as the Renaissance - examining their
attributes and, demonstrating how they affect our lives.

LEARN MORE
SURVIVAL SCIENCE

| 8 X 30’ |

2018

Test the human limits under the most extreme circumstances the outdoors can dish out. From animal
attacks to raging storms, blazing heat to frigid cold, and impossible terrain to thirst and starvation.
Survival Science tells the inspiring true stories of outdoorsmen who have faced down death in the
wilderness and lived to tell their story.

LEARN MORE
TOP TEN: ARCHITECTURE

| 10 X 60’ |

2016

Everyone loves a top ten, whether it’s your favorite TV show, your favorite film, a book, a restaurant.
In this series we take a fresh look at the most amazing buildings, structures, and bridges from around
the world. Name your number ones.

LEARN MORE

MY KID IS NOT CRAZY

| 1 X 90’ OR 60’ |

2017

More than 30 years ago, Susan Swedo, a doctor with the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
discovered that an undiagnosed strep infection was the cause of one child’s disabling mental illness.
Swedo puts her career on the line in order to prove what is happening to hundreds of thousands of
profoundly sick children and in doing so reveals a nightmare of a medical system heavily influenced
by the pharmaceutical industry. This documentary unpacks the fierce disagreement that occurs
among doctors in addressing youth mental illness. Treated with anti-psychotic medications and
years of misdiagnosis can leave these children with irrecoverable consequences.

LEARN MORE
UNEARTH

(4K)

|

6

X

60’

|

2019

Take an in-depth journey into the worlds of science, space and technology, unearthing new
information about discoveries from our past to visions of the future. We explore the finite to the
infinite, searching for new worlds and rediscovering the old ones.

LEARN MORE

crime + paranormal
DARK SIDE OF THE CYBER AGE

| 3 X 52’ |

(PRESALE)

The Internet has changed our lives in many ways – good and bad. This series is about Cyber Crime,
the dark side of the internet. Simply put, cybercrime is when the computer-based devices that
governments and individuals use every day (networks, Wi-Fi, laptops, iPads and smart phones)
become the law-breaker’s tools of trade, criminal and terrorist. An innocent search online opens the
door to your home and your private life. A careless email is an invitation to a bank robber or a terrorist.

LEARN MORE
INSIDE THE CRIMINAL MIND

| 4 X 60’ |

2018

A gripping exploration exposing the psychological machinations and immoral behaviour that define
the most nefarious criminal types. Every episode of the series delves into the ardent backgrounds of
infamous criminal’s and with commentary from world leading experts, a cognitive profile is created
allowing the audience to not just understand but recognise the psychology that creates the most
fearsome types of criminal.

LEARN MORE
INTO THE UNKNOWN

| 2 X 60’ |

2018

Into the Unknown is a scientific documentary series that features filmmakers and paranormal
researchers Connor Taylor and Zach Smith. Using theories that have existed over the past century in
the paranormal field, they attempt to validate and prove The afterlife using modern day science. This
series takes the audience on a quest through the wide spectrum of; Spirit Communication, Frequency,
Parallel Universes, The Six Sense, Spiritual Healing, Magic and Spells, and Consciousness. Into
The Unknown will develop the supernatural pseudoscience into factual science for the first time in
history. Do you fear the unknown or embrace it?

LEARN MORE
MAFIA

DNA

|

7

X

60’

|

(PRESALE)

The Mafia, La Cosa Nostra, La Camorra, Gangsters, the Crips, the Bloods, Hoodlums, Racketeers,
Bootleggers, Triads, Yakuza, Syndicates, Crews...
There are many names for the Mafia and similar organizations throughout the world. But all crime
gangs, wherever they’re from, wherever they operate, have this in common; they are tightly bound
groups of individuals, who often resemble families, or at the very least, clans, that make their living
from organized crime.

LEARN MORE

MAFIA

QUEENS

|

10

X

50’

|

2018

Whereas most men are involved in organized crime because they crave power and money, these
women are motivated, at least initially, by love and loyalty to their men, their families and their
children. But in time they prove to be as skillful and as brutal as the men in their pursuit of wealth,
power and influence. They create alliances, defend the clan’s territory and fight for the clan’s needs
like the best of them … until one day their hold on power slips and the only way out is to seek refuge
with the law. The series offers an unprecedented view of the motivating factors that led to these
women’s key roles in the criminal organization and sheds light on the seemingly understated roles
played by women in organized crime.

LEARN MORE
TERRORISM CLOSE CALLS

| 10 X 60’ |

2018

The War on Terror is everywhere and anywhere. In this series, we learn about the deadly terrorist
attacks that almost happened or were not as deadly as planned. Each episode explores a recently
declassified terrorist scheme intended to cause mass casualties. These attacks were stopped
because of expert surveillance, electronic interception, infiltration, courageous undercover
operatives, skilled high technology experts, code breakers, spies and some luck. These are the
close calls that could have been catastrophic.

LEARN MORE
TOP TEN: SECRETS AND MYSTERIES

| 26 X 30’ |

2018

In this series, we immerse audiences in the world of unresolved secrets, the world of mysterious
phenomena and circumstances with countless attempts to remove the veil of mystery. People
without Identities, Mysterious Works of Art, Nature’s Magic, unsolved disappearances, medical
mysteries – these subjects and more are uncovered in this great countdown series.

LEARN MORE
TOP SECRET UFO PROJECTS DECLASSIFIED

| 6 X 60’ |

2020

This documentary miniseries features the most recent and detailed information to examine the
most famous top - secret projects whose aim was to observe, analyse and evaluate all credible hints
of extraterrestrial presence on Earth. It will show investigations of those hints which quickly became
irrefutable proof of the existence of alien entities that observe us and whose technology is vastly
superiors to ours. These top - secret programs recently declassified expose shocking facts about
realised extraterrestrial contacts.

LEARN MORE

ENTERTAINMENT + REALITY
ARTRAGEOUS WITH NATE

| 12 X 30’ |

2019

Creativity is everywhere - but who and where does it come from? Artrageous travels the globe
showcasing creative geniuses from our past and today, the places that inspired them and that
flourish today as hot-spots of ingenuity.

LEARN MORE
FARMING THE WILD

| 18 X 30’ |

2019

English restaurateur and hunter Mike Robinson is one of Britain’s most prominent game chefs, and
he co-owns the only pub in London with a prestigious Michelin-star. Farming the Wild follows Mike
as he harvests the natural ingredients that make up some of his most famous dishes. As an expert
marksman and deer stalker, Mike shares the many unique skills and techniques he uses to hunt the
game he sustainably manages. As a chef, he also shares the professional methods and tips to help
viewers elevate their wild game cooking into truly Michelin-caliber food, both at home and over their
campfires.

LEARN MORE
GOLD FEVER

| 22 X 30’ |

2017

Hosted by Tom Massie, Gold Fever takes viewers on adventures all over the world taking viewers to
the most remote locations to unearth the vast beauty of mother nature, and one of the most precious
gifts she provides... GOLD.

LEARN MORE
HOLLYWOOD WEAPONS (4K)

| 32 X 30’ |

2017-2018

Prepare To Be Blown Away! What is scientific fact — and what is Hollywood fantasy? Some of
the most thrilling weapon action sequences from movies and TV are put to the test on Hollywood
Weapons, the all-new series hosted by U.S. Special Forces veteran Terry Schappert and weapons
master Larry Zanoff. Watch as they utilize the expertise of Hollywood’s premier prop house and
weapons builder — and break down some of the most explosive and famous action scenes in
Hollywood history. Includes the famous Hollywood stars from the movies they test like Tom Selleck,
Gary Sinise, and others.

LEARN MORE

HUSTLE AND GROW

HUSTLE AND
GROW

| 13 X 30’ |

(PRESALE)

Liz Grow (yes, that’s her real name) and Patrick Pope have seen some of the best and worst
dispensaries, through their extensive travels, and made some friends in very high places... Now with
the help of their expert CHRONTOURAGE, they roll up their sleeves to help struggling business
owners thrive in the newly legalized mega-industry while re-igniting their passion for THC.

LEARN MORE
THE

GUNFATHER

|

17

X

30’

|

2016

Louie Tuminaro’s dream was always to open the greatest gun shop in the west. So he sold everything
and moved his family across the country, from the Big Apple to the small town of Hamilton, Montana,
to make his dream a reality. Tune in to see what happens along the way as Tuminaro tries to balance
business, family and small town living, and of course, make the sale.

LEARN MORE
KINDNESS DIARIES

| 26 X 30’ |

2018

Follow Leon, the host, as he takes you along a transformative journey to discover the human
kindness of the world. Leon, a man with everything one could want, and nothing more to gain, relies
on the kindness of strangers to travel around the world, without a cent to his name. As a thank you
for their selfless acts of kindness, Leon rewards each of his travel benefactors with a life changing
gift.

LEARN MORE
THE RELUCTANT OUTDOORSMAN

| 22 X 30’ |

2015

The Reluctant Outdoorsman is an unscripted travelogue that follows the exploits of Derek; a middle
aged desk jockey who has no outdoor skills or experiences. Our bumbling, couch potato has lived a
sheltered life of Starbucks and smart phones and has totally lost touch with his primitive instincts.
You see, he is not only uncomfortable in the outdoors, he flat out avoids it. The show is full of so many
highs and lows you won’t believe what you are watching; but unfortunately for Derek, it’s not an act.

LEARN MORE

SASQUATCH

MOUNTAIN

MAN

|

78

X

30’

|

2012-2017

Born of Indian ancestry and trained by true Mountain Men, Laramy “Sasquatch” Miller uses only a
handmade bow and a traditional .54 caliber Hawken Rifle to travel the route the mountain men did.
From deep in the Canadian Rockies to the plains of the Midwest hunting, trapping and surviving
off the land. He does it all the hard way; in a world of high-tech hunters, weapons and technology,
Laramy “Sasquatch” Miller, shows us what real hunting and living in the great wilderness truly is.

LEARN MORE
UNCHARTED

|

63

X

60’

|

2014

Experience the mystery, suspense and adrenaline of the highly acclaimed series, UNCHARTED.
From the windy Caucasus mountain ranges to the dark jungles of Paraguay, Jim Shockey seeks out
the most amazing places, people, and wildlife that exist today. Dive headfirst into an unforgettable
journey featuring culture and conflict, wildlife and danger – all from the eyes of the most well-known
and respected hunter in the world, Jim Shockey, as he explores the edges of the known world and
ironically helps to preserve the wildlife in the world.

LEARN MORE
WARDENS

| 109 X 30’ |

2011-2019

When your job is protecting our most precious natural resources in some of the nation’s most
remote areas, there is rarely a dull moment. Wardens chronicles the lives of Conservation Officers
in America. The show features the men and women who protect public lands, from ride-alongs on
interstate game checks, to anti-poaching sting operations; from remote snowmobile trails in grizzly
bear country, to unforgiving white-water rapids. While the focus of Wardens is enforcement of
regulations, the show takes special precautions to ensure the general public understand those who
would violate the rules are the minority and the vast majority of encounters with our Wardens are
law-abiding citizens.

LEARN MORE
WOW, I NEVER KNEW THAT

| 13 X 30’ |

2017

“Wow I Never Knew That!” is a whimsical, half-hour television series that is jam-packed with exciting
tidbits and fascinating facts that uncover the truths and origins behind the stuff you’re already
familiar with. From the items you use every day to the phrases you use in conversation to the habits
you’re so accustomed to, you’ll be fascinated to learn how they’ve all really come about!

LEARN MORE

LIFESTYLE
ALASKA’S WILD GOURMET

| 7 X 30’ |

2016

In the remote corners of the Alaskan bush country are bounties unlike any other. Rugged, raw and now
cooked - this is the last culinary frontier where one chef is redefining what it means to eat like a wild
man. Classically trained chef Bradley Ewing is creating five-star restaurant quality meals in the most
remote and wild areas of Alaska. Creating gourmet experiences is challenging in any restaurant, but
add in the ever-changing Alaskan weather, foraging in the backyards of deadly animals, campfire
cooking, lack of creature comforts, and dangerous bush plane flights... and you could have a recipe
for disaster. Finicky clients, bi-polar weather changes, and food and supply shortages often push
Bradley to the last ounce of his sanity but this creative, free-spirit always seems to deliver.

LEARN MORE
ALASKA’S ULTIMATE BUSH PILOTS

| 16 X 30’ |

2016

Flying in fog, rain, snow or sleet, these expert pilots service the thousands of outdoor adventure
seekers that flock to the wilds of Alaska.

LEARN MORE
BACK COUNTRY RESCUE

| 8 X 30’ |

2017

Bone crushing avalanches taking down skiers. Wild grizzly bears mauling hikers. Kayakers pinned
under boulders in rushing rivers. None of these people are getting out alive without the help of a
fearless team of men and women, ready to deploy to save them. This is Backcountry Rescue.

LEARN MORE
CHICKS ON BOARDS

| 5 X 30’ |

2018

Chicks on Boards is a cinematic journey into the universe and culture of female rebels on surfboards.
Surfing is an expression of freedom and limitlessness. But the seemingly endless freedom between
the skies and the waves has clear borders on land. Surfing women are considered an insult across
many cultures. Therefore, many of these women surf secretly - risking a lot for their passion. Through
the artistic lens of cinematography we capture these campaigners in their elements as they claim
freedom against all social odds – even if their passion is a provocation of their culture.

LEARN MORE

DEAD MEAT

| 24 X 30’ |

2019

Join Scott Leysath, one of America’s premier wild game chefs, as his journey reveals how others
harvest and cook some of the country’s least desirable creatures with fur, fins feathers, spines and
slime. Meet interesting people who claim to transform far from the mainstream critters into delicious
table fare, or maybe not. From Alaska to south Florida, Chef Leysath is the guest on the quest to
hunt, fish, trap and grab some animals you might not think of eating, but he does.

LEARN MORE
DESIGNING PARADISE (4K)

| 13 X 30’ |

2019

In the hospitality design world, few can match the prolific works of Bill Bensley. Since 1989 he has
designed more than two hundred properties in more than 30 countries around the world, from remote
resorts to spectacular palaces and intimate private residences. For the first time, this series gives
viewers a behind the scenes look into his method, madness and how his imaginative worlds become
reality. His signature is unmistaken lush, detailed, lively, playful, even downright seductive. He brings
fun and wonder to the most luxurious hotels and resorts around the world. This series showcases
Bill’s profound contributions to hospitality design, transporting viewers and transforming places to
paradise.

LEARN MORE
DROPPED

|

32

X

30’

|

2020

In remote areas, survival is an everyday game. Enter hosts Chris and Casey Keefer as they set out
to survive 30 days in the backcountry. Each new day these brothers will pit their skills as hunters,
woodsmen, and fishermen against an unforgiving and relentless landscape. DROPPED brings
viewers face to face with the harsh reality of only being able to eat what you can kill. A true test of
survival.

LEARN MORE
FIGHT TO SURVIVE

| 30 X 30’ |

2016

Fight to Survive tells the inspiring true stories of outdoorsmen who have faced down death in the
wilderness and lived to tell their story. Adventurer, and survivor Craig DeMartino hosts the series,
journeying to meet other survivors and hear their stories. From the exciting action to the inspiring
comebacks, these stories will remind us all that faith, determination and human spirit can do
anything when faced with the ultimate Fight to Survive.

LEARN MORE

FLYING PRIVATE

| 39 X 30’ |

2019

Whether for business or pleasure, the world of flying private is exciting and enticing. Each episode
gives you an inside look at these beautiful aircrafts, amazing and luxurious features, with the people
seeking to purchase them. Come fly with me!

LEARN MORE
HIGHWAY TO THE
ARCTIC

HIGHWAY TO THE ARCTIC

| 1 X 45’ |

2016

Every winter, ice roads are built across hundreds of miles in Canada’s far north, connecting frozen
rivers and lakes, and stretching up to the very northern tip of the country by the Arctic Ocean.
For the people living in secluded villages these “ice highways” are vital for the transport of goods for
the entire year. The ice roads make it easier to reach remote hunting grounds and are at times, the
meeting point for fairs that celebrate life and culture. Canada’s Ice Roads connects these people to
each other.

LEARN MORE
MAKING SPACE

| 13 X 30’ |

(PRESALE)

For expert design duo Dario and Natasha Antonioni, they’re taking blighted barns, dingy dens,
and ramshackle sheds, remaking them with clean, timeless taste, that ignites the souls of these
entrepreneurs, who need a WFH space that can elevate their business to the next level.

LEARN MORE
MY OUTDOOR FAMILY

| 6 X 30’ |

2020

Eva Shockey and her family strive to balance their love for the outdoors with the conflicting pressures
and commitments of their everyday life.

LEARN MORE

NOMAD GENERATION

| 8 X 60’ |

(PRESALE)

The term millennial is contentious, but love it or hate it they’re here to stay. Millennials have fueled
the NOMAD movement; a way of life that rejects the monotony of 9-5 jobs and a heavily mortgaged
home. For millennials, the world is a small place, a playground to build a life of discovery. Hosted by
seasoned solo traveller Ebonie Finley, Ebonie will try to demystify the nomadic lifestyle by exploring
the lives of 8 women who are part of the NOMAD Generation.

LEARN MORE
PRIVATE PARADISE

| 10 X 30’ |

2019

Escape the pressures of everyday life and see how your front yard can be miles of beach and palm
trees. Visit the most exotic and remote islands that a multi millionaire buyer, celebrity or luxury
seeker can find, as viewers experience what it’s like to buy an island and create their own private
paradise.

LEARN MORE
SELLING MEGA MANSIONS

| 26 X 30’ |

2019

Welcome to the homes of the super wealthy. In each episode, viewers go mega mansion hunting for
the perfect new home. Go behind the gates and see how these millionaires live and decorate these
luxurious estates.

LEARN MORE
VYNL (4K)

| 10 X 30’ |

(PRESALE)

VYNL is an ‘immersive’ series, that answers “what does my city sound like?” It does this my
showcasing a creative city’s cultural temperature with a famous music producer host and his/her
relationships with its resident ‘A’ list and trending local artists, as they come together to collaborate
and create the sound track of their city.

LEARN MORE

WEALTHY WATERS

| 26 X 30’ |

2019

Come aboard and see these multi million dollar yachts, and follow the people who buy and sell them.
With lavish living quarters, luxurious features like estate rooms, hot tubs and helicopter pads, each
boat is nicer than the next, making it a difficult decision for these prospective yacht buyers.

LEARN MORE

KIDS
Discover the

OLYMPICS

DISCOVER THE OLYMPICS

| 29 X 5’ |

2008

Learn the rules of the different Olympic sports through this great series. Hosted by our 2 animated
friends, Cecile and Pepo, kids from 3 to 10, will watch the most popular Olympic sports, and learn a
little about the basics rules.

LEARN MORE
Discover the

WORLD

DISCOVER THE WORLD

| 20 X 5’ |

2008

This series will take young ones on a fantastic journey to some of the most beloved countries in the
world. Designed for kids up to 10 years old, its a cultural experience with interactive games so kids
learn as they play. Our two animated hosts, Cecile and Pepo, guide you through the world, and assist
with the games. They turn those first geographical lessons into real fun.

LEARN MORE
GET

WILD

|

22

X

30’

|

2019

Get Wild provides viewers with key information about various wild animals and goes in-depth about
their unique behaviors. For example, in one episode, viewers learn how adult orangutans raise their
young.

LEARN MORE
MY ANIMAL

FAMILY

MY ANIMAL FAMILY

| 26 X 15’ |

2008

Children will be captivated as they watch unforgettable, award-winning animal footage and hear a
child‘s voice narrate a day in the life of a baby animal‘s family. Kids will turn their fascination of animals
into genuine love and appreciation. As children explore the wonders of animals on our planet, they
learn valuable life skills that will develop and strengthen family ties all while having fun!

LEARN MORE

MY ANIMAL FRIENDS

| 26 X 13’ |

2013

This series is a unique look at the early life and development of young animals, edited and narrated
from the viewpoint of the animals themselves. As children explore the wonders of animal life, their
natural fascination will deepen into a true love and appreciation of animals.

LEARN MORE
MY ANIMAL FRIENDS: UNDERWATER

| 26 X 13’ |

2015

After two successful seasons we are proud to present My Animal Friends 3-Underwater Mission 26 amazing underwater stories for kids hosted and narrated by Sara & Maxi and their inseparable
friend, Emma “The Sea Turtle”. Young viewers (together with their parents) will be drawn into
these awesome adventures at sea, in which stunning live action footage reveal hidden beauty of
life underwater. We meet amazing sea creatures and explore their watery homes as well as playful
dolphins, mysterious sharks, graceful sea turtles, waddling penguins and dozens of others.

MY ANIMAL FRIENDS:
UNDERWATER MISSION

LEARN MORE
WALKING

WILD

|

22

X

30’

|

2019

Walking Wild is a half-hour series showcasing various wild animals and offers viewers a unique, upclose examination of each wild animal.

LEARN MORE
WILD

WONDERS

|

22

X

30’

|

2019

Wild Wonders is a half-hour series that takes viewers on an adventure with various exotic wild
animals. The series focuses on various critters, examines their differences, and compares their
lifestyles.

LEARN MORE

WILD

WORLD

|

22

X

30’

|

2019

Wild World is a half-hour series showcasing all types of exotic animals. The series focuses on the
dedicated people who care for these unique critters. Whether it be following the life cycles of
rhinoceros or understanding the eating habits of grizzly bears, Wild World is a series intended to
educate and inform viewers all about life in the animal kingdom.

LEARN MORE

fishing + hunting
OUTDOOR SECRETS

| 67 X 30’ |

2008-2020

“Outdoor Secrets” a series that focuses on all types of hunting traditions and issues affecting every
sportsman. Hosted by Babe Winkelman, it’s action-packed hunting, adventure, and wild game
preparation that leads the viewer into Kris’s (Babe’s wife) kitchen while also providing informative
news on the latest outdoor and hunting gear.

LEARN MORE
BOTTOM FEEDERS

| 32 X 30’ |

2015

In lakes and rivers all over America swim carp, sheephead, buffalo and suckers. For most American’s
these bottom feeders have no place in our lakes or on our plates, but there are fisherman who see
opportunity. You’ll find them on the lake or river almost every day of the year. They make a living
fishing, but you won’t find them running fancy bass boats or plastered with sponsor logos on their
chest. They have no slot limit, there is no 6 fish limit either. They don’t measure their success in
ounces, it’s a matter of pounds – thousands of pounds. They are a different breed and they live a life
as rough as the rough fish they pursue. They are Bottom Feeders.

LEARN MORE
BUCCANEERS AND BONES

| 49 X 30’ |

2011-2018

Bonefish, Tarpon, and Permit are on the menu as the team compares fishing at Belize and The
Bahamas - the two international hot spots for saltwater fly fishing.

LEARN MORE
JIM SHOCKEY’S HUNTING ADVENTURES

| 191 X 30’ |

2019

Host Jim Shockey travels the world to bring you the best hunting adventures around. The show
takes you to the Alaska Yukon on a moose hunt, polar bear hunting by dogsled with the Inuit people
in the Arctic, Cape Buffalo and crocodile hunting in Tanzania, gazelle and white bearded wildebeast
hunting in Masialand and Muskox hunting in the Arctic with a muzzleloader. You just never know
where Jim’s next adventure will take you.

LEARN MORE

LINDNER’S FISHING EDGE

| 39 X 30’ |

2015

Lindner’s Fishing Edge is a program tracking the seasonal movements and methods used to
catch some of North America’s most popular game fish. Viewers will get an inside look on how the
legendary Lindner’s and their staff approach angling to quickly find success. Each program is based
around the fish, Location, and presentation formula the Lindner’s developed decades ago that is
now the foundation for all angling.

LEARN MORE
MADFIN SHARK SERIES

| 42 X 30’ |

2016

MadFin Shark Series has gained great recognition in recent years, and appeals to a wide audience
of viewers. Sharks in themselves are mysterious: threatening, dangerous, incredibly powerful. They
make for some seriously exciting television. This catch-and-release shark tournament pits the
genetic gifts of sharks against the skill of anglers, and showcases the talents of both. Though sharks
can be incredibly dangerous for anglers to handle, MadFin serves to show a TV audience how proper
technique and handling can make the shark as straightforward to release and any other fish species.

LEARN MORE
MODERN FISHING

| 30 X 30’ |

2019

For Jared Jeffries, basketball has always come first. But what most people don’t know is that Jared
is an avid angler. Jared’s passion is to share Modern Fishing with the world.

LEARN MORE
NORDIC WILD HUNTER

| 26 X 30’ |

2020

Take a journey with full-time hunter and film-maker Kristoffer Clausen as he hunts various species
throughout Scandinavia and Europe including; moose, red deer, wild boar, roe deer, reindeer, fallow
deer, lynx, foxes, capercaillie, geese, beaver and pigeons. Nordic Wild Hunter is a new 26-episode
original series where you will join Kristoffer Clausen as he builds his hunting camp in the wilderness
of Norway and then walk alongside him on his hunting adventures. Experience a variety of hunts
using different dogs, which is a central part of the Scandinavian hunting culture. See what it means
to be a Nordic Wild Hunter in this exciting new series with Kristoffer Clausen.

LEARN MORE

THE

HUNT

|

39

X

30’

|

2020

The focus of The Hunt will be Western big game, with a small mix of predators and birds. Elk and deer
(Blacktails, Muleys and Whitetails) will be the primary focus, with bears, pronghorn and other prized
big game making occasional appearances.

THE HUNT
LEARN MORE
THE HUNT FOR MONSTER BASS

| 20 X 30’ |

2018

Watch as great fisherman from around the US hunt for monster bass! Featuring professional angler,
Ott DeFoe, the series will show you double-digit largemouth bass from across the US.

LEARN MORE
MONSTER

FISH

|

118

X

30’

|

2019

America’s sportsman Trev Gowdy spans the globe in search of the largest and most unusual species
of fish on rod and reel. Trev Gowdy’s Monster Fish is a fishing series that is all about the challenge,
tactics and strategies that complete an angler’s goal to catch the biggest of fish this planet has
to offer—and size does matter! Trip Gone Bad is a new adventure series that focuses on stories
of survival as told by the outdoorsmen who lived to tell the tales. Featuring vivid, action-packed
re-enactments, this series plunges viewers firsthand into the life and death struggles that each
outdoorsman encountered, and explores not only the story of survival, but the techniques used to
come out alive. Share each survivor’s emotional journey as you watch them survive the unthinkable!

LEARN MORE
WILD BOAR FEVER

| 24 X 30’ |

2020

Join the hunting trip of a lifetime in the Sologne region of France where you stand shoulder-toshoulder with some of the world’s finest driven-boar shooters. The team, including Franz-Albrecht,
hunt the indomitable driven wild boar in some of Europe’s most productive game country in
spectacular fashion. The horns are sounding, the dogs are loose, and the drive is on, calm your
nerves, shoulder your rifle and get ready: this is Wild Boar Fever.

LEARN MORE

